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Abstract
In this thesis we investigate building models of family symmetry that give the Higgs
fields family structure. We construct several models, starting with 2 generation mod-
els then moving onto 3 generation models. These models are described sequentially
in chapters 2 through 6. All of these models are supersymmetric and they did not
previously exists in the literature. In these models, quark (and lepton) masses and
mixings are determined the vacuum expectation values of the family sector. These
vacuum expectation values (VEV) can have a hierarchal structure because they cor-
respond to flat directions of a superpotential. At low energies these models contain
just one light pair of Higgs fields. Experimentally, the most interesting feature of
these models are couplings between the low energy Higgs and moduli of the family
sector. These couplings should be observable at the Large Hadron Collider.
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Chapter 1
Introduction/background
There are many directions of research for physics beyond the standard model. These
avenues are based on well known theoretical concerns, such as a desire to unify all
the forces, just as the grand unified theories (GUT) and electroweak theory have
unified the strong, weak, and electromagnetic force. Another concern is the hierarchy
problem associated with the vast difference in scales between the electroweak scale
and the Planck or GUT scale [1]. Many of these research directions lack detailed
experimental data to be explained. In this respect the situation with family/flavor
physics is unique in the realm of beyond Standard Model research.
In the Standard Model the masses and mixings of the quarks and leptons are
determined by the Yukawa couplings of the fermions to the Higgs field. The Vacuum
expectation value (VEV) of the Higgs field sets the overall scale of fermion (quarks
and leptons) masses. The Standard Model treats the numerous Yukawa couplings as
parameters of the theory. On philosophical grounds there are several strong reasons
to look for an explanation of these parameters. First, on aesthetic grounds it’s ugly
for a fundamental theory to require so many parameters to be set by hand. Moreover,
without some qualitative reason for the discrepancy any dimensionless parameter of a
theory might be expected to be of O(1), which is not true of many of these couplings.
Inspection of the couplings reveals a destinctive pattern, a pattern that doesn’t
look random. Most importantly, the quarks and leptons are naturally organized into
three generations of particles. The three generations of particles all have Standard
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Model (SM) charges. For example the electron has the same electrical charge as the
muon and tau. Similarly the up, charm and top have equivalent Standard Model
charges. Likewise for the down, strange and bottom. The differences between these
three generations comes from their masses and mixing, with their masses increasing as
we go up in generation. The masses and mixings are encoded by Yukawa couplings.
In fact all the breaking of family symmetry of the Standard Model is encoded by
these Yukawa couplings. We will now discuss how these Yukawa couplings appear
in the Standard Model, and the experimentally observed patterns of these Yukawa
Couplings which break family Symmetry.
These three generations would be identical in the Standard Model, if it were not
for the Yukawa couplings, which give different masses to the three generations of
particles. If it were not for the Yukawa couplings the Standard Model would have an
SU(3)family symmetry.
The terms of the Standard Model Lagrangian which give rise to the masses and
mixings of the fermions look as:
Lquark = λup,ij q¯mi φmuj + λdown,ijǫmnq¯mi (φ†)ndj + hermitian conjugate
Llepton = λe,ij l¯mi φmej + λν,ijǫmn l¯mi (φ†)nνj +mMajoranaνTRCνR + hermitian conjugate
We can simplify this somewhat by implementing unitary rotations on uj, dj, lj , and νj ,
which let us write the Lagrangian in terms of the quark (and lepton) mass eigenstates.
The mismatch between the unitary rotation on the up quarks versus down quarks has
physical significance for charged flavor changing currents mediated by W± exchange.
Looking below at the table of mass parameters [2], we see a hierarchal structure
to the masses of the three generations of quarks and leptons. For example λup,11 is
of O(10−4), which is quite small for a dimensionless parameter, and thus begs for an
explanation. In addition the overall hierarchical structure of the mass parameters
begs for an explanation. Furthermore looking at the CKM matrix below reveals that
it’s close to the unit matrix, indicating the mismatch between the down-type quarks
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and up-type quarks is small, which is very suggestive. Moreover, the smallness of the
CKM matrix elements depends is correlated with their distance off the diagonal [2].
Me = 0.511MeV Mµ = 106MeV Mτ = 1.78GeV
Md = 5.0–9.0MeV Ms = 105± 25MeV Mb = 4.3± 0.3GeV
Mu = 1.5–5.0MeV Mc = 1.3± 0.3GeV Mt = 178± 4GeV
The CKM matrix parameterizes the amount of flavor mixing due to charged flavor
changing currents. If family symmetry were exact and unbroken the CKM matrix
would be the unit matrix. In fact we can regard the CKM matrix as a unit matrix plus
higher order term corrections. These higher order corrections are generated by family
symmetry breaking, and therefore should be paramatrized in terms of the family
symmetry breaking. For example these higher order corrections may be characterized
by a paramater of the form vFam
Λ
. Here vFam is VEV breaking family symmetry, and
Λ is a large scale. In addition the first, second and third generation masses would be
equal if family symmetry was unbroken. As a result we expect the fermion masses to
depend on the family VEVs, also.
The charged flavor changing currents are parametrized by the CKM matrix, which
is close to unity. The CKM matrix is an SU(3) matrix that has been simplified
through phase redefinitions of the quark fields. A general parameterization of the
CKM matrix is:

 cos(θ12)cos(θ13) sin(θ12)cos(θ13) sin(θ13)e
−iδ
−sin(θ12)cos(θ23)− cos(θ12)sin(θ23)sin(θ13)eiδ cos(θ12)cos(θ23)− sin(θ12)sin(θ23)eiδ sin(θ23)cos(θ13)
sin(θ12)sin(θ23)− cos(θ12)cos(θ23)sin(θ13)eiδ −cos(θ12)sin(θ23) − sin(θ12)cos(θ23)eiδ cos(θ23)cos(θ13)


However, because the CKM matrix is close to unity a convenient form is the Wolfen-
stein parameterization [3]:
VCKM =


1− λ2
2
λ Aλ3(ρ− iη)
−λ 1− λ2/2 Aλ2
Aλ3(1− ρ− iη) −Aλ2 1


There are many candidate textures for the form of the Yukawa couplings of the
Standard Model Lagrangian, which are consistent with the experimental data for the
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fermion masses and mixings. The textures are of a generic form that is parameterized
by a small expansion parameter. For example, the Cabbibo angle, θCabibbo [4], which
paramatrizes the mixing between the first generation and second generation of quarks,
can be used as the expansion parameter. These small parameters not only explain why
the CKM matrix is close to unity, but also the hierarchical scale of the quark/lepton
masses, for example mu = mc(θCabibbo)
2, which makes the up quark much smaller
than the charm quark. Measured values for the CKM matrix are [2]:
|VCKM| =


0.9734± 0.0008 0.2196± 0.0020 0.0036± 0.0007
0.224± 0.016 0.996± 0.013 0.0412± 0.002
0.0077± 0.0014 0.0397± 0.0033 0.9992± 0.0002


1.1 Flavor Changing Neutral Currents
An additional signature of the family symmetry is the lack of Flavor Changing Neutral
Currents (FCNC’s). In contrast to the CKM matrix, the matrix corresponding to
FCNC’s is measured to be the unit matrix, within experimental limits. In fact, when
you build supersymmetric Standard Models, it is problematic to avoid these FCNC’s,
and one way of avoiding them is by assuming a universal mass term for squarks and
sleptons. This means that the squarks and sleptons from different generations have
the same masses. In other words, for supersymetric models we have experimental
evidence that the mass term is family symmetric.
Inorder to understand the nature of FCNC’s in a supersymmetric theory, we con-
sider one chiral quark field. There are gluino-quark-squark coupling terms. Through
these couplings there will be box and penguin diagrams which correspond to FCNC’s.
However these diagrams will only change flavors if the propagators of the squarks has
mixing terms in the flavor basis for the quarks. The squarks mass term is universal
if it is proportional to the identity as [5]:
(Msquark)
i
j
= Muniversalδ
i
j + higher order corrections (nonuniversal terms)
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From experimental limits we know that the squark mass matrix can have a nonuni-
versal term no bigger than:
∆
Muniversal
< 10−2
1.2 Lepton Mixing
The CKM matrix, the flavor mixing matrix for the quark sector, is known to be
near unity. However, the corresponding flavor mixing matrix for the lepton sector,
which tell us how the three flavors of neutrinos mix is not near unity. In fact, unlike
the mass hierarchy for the quarks, the three neutrinos have a hierarchy of the form
mν1 ≈ mν2 << mν3 or mν3 << mν1 ≈ mν2 (the experimental data is consistent with
both possibilities). The mixing angles are not small, and hence the mixing matrix
can not be approximated as being near unity. If we assume the CP violating phase
is ±1 then the mixing matrix can be approximated as:

 cos(θ12)cos(θ13) sin(θ12)cos(θ13) ±sin(θ13)−sin(θ12)cos(θ23)∓ cos(θ12)sin(θ23)sin(θ13) cos(θ12)cos(θ23)∓ sin(θ12)sin(θ23) sin(θ23)cos(θ13)
sin(θ12)sin(θ23)∓ cos(θ12)cos(θ23)sin(θ13) −cos(θ12)sin(θ23) ∓ sin(θ12)cos(θ23) cos(θ23)cos(θ13)


The experimental data shows θ13 ≈ 0, hence the above matrix does not contain such
terms [2].
|UMNS| =


0.73− 0.89 0.45− 0.66 < 0.24
0.23− 0.66 0.24− 0.75 0.52− 0.87
0.06− 0.57 0.40− 0.82 0.48− 0.85


The leptonic sector is different than the quark sector, because it contains SM singlet
fields, the right handed neutrinos. These SM singlets leads to a seesaw mechanism
which results in an extremely small mass for the neutrinos of order
v2
weak
ΛGUT
≈ 10−2 eV .
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1.3 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
Spontaneous symmetry breaking is a powerfull principle of physics used to solve many
puzzles. Spontaneous symmetry breaking is used to show that a unified electroweak
symmetry leads to an exact electromagnetic symmetry with the rest of the symmetry
broken. Thus explaining that two forces both associated with symmetries can be
unified and leads to a universe where we observe just one of the symmetries is exact.
Furthermore, chiral symmetry which is broken spontaneously by QCD, explains the
approximate masslessness of the pions. In addition, spontaneous symmetry break-
ing is necessary to explain Grand Unified Theories(GUTs), in which all three gauge
symmetries sit nicely in a larger gauge group. The spontaneous symmetry break-
ing explains why the large symmetry group factors into the three symmetries we see
at low energies. Given the fantastic successes of spontaneous symmetry breaking in
high energy physics it make sense to examine the hypothesis, that the apparent family
symmetry results from an exact family symmetry that is spontaneously broken.
This expectation that particle physics contains a broken family symmetry, has
inspired large literature [6, 7, 8, 9]. The model building generally involves the intro-
duction of fields that break the family symmetry, but are singlets under the Standard
Model gauge group. When these fields receive a vacuum expectation value (VEV)
they break the family symmetry, but keep the Standard Model gauge symmetry in
tact. The models may specify the details of the potential for the family breaking
sector. Or in other cases, the models may not build the explicit structure of the
family sector, but may just specify the fields that break the symmetry. Furthermore,
the form of the VEVs may be determined by the group theory of the symmetry being
broken. Once the form of family breaking VEVs are known then low energy effec-
tive theory can be constructed from this knowledge alone. Two common scenarios
for this sort of model building is a U(1) flavor symmetry [6] or the closely related
Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism [7].
In both scenarios we define a set of symmetries then introduce what are commonly
called the spurion fields, which in this case break the family symmetry. Then construct
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the low energy effective theory by including all terms allowed by the symmetry. We
assign the spurion fields appropriate VEVs, and examine the structure that results
for masses and mixings.
1.4 Review of Models with Family Higgs Multi-
plets
Next we will discuss the operation of the U(1) flavor scenario. It is assumed there
exists fields Si, which are Standard Model singlets, but have U(1) charges, and these
field can couple at nonrenormalizable order to fermion-Higgs Yukawa couplings. The
Si fields spontaneously break the U(1) symmetries. For each abelian symmetry that
is introduced will be corresponding VEV that breaks the symmetry. These VEVs
will then naturally account for the mixings and the heirarchy of mass scales of the
fermions.
A quick illustration of how abelian symmetries can be used to give the mass for
the up quark many times smaller than the weak scale is explained below. Imagine
that S has a charge of −1, and imagine the charges of q¯1 and u1 add up to 2 then the
nonrenomalizable term for the up quark looks like:
1
Λ2Fla
q¯1φu1S
2
Where, ΛFla is the family breaking scale. We see this gives a mass term of the scale
S2
Λfla
2vweak to the up quark, where we assume that the VEV of S = ǫ
2Λfla, where
ǫ is a small parameter. In such a case we get an up quark mass proportional to
ǫ4vweak(∝ ǫ4tmass). So we see this scheme can easily give a mass hierarchy between
the top quark mass and the up quark mass. Thus a combination of U(1) symmetry and
nonrenormalizable terms naturally creates small Yukawa coupling constants. Looking
at the CKM matrix we see the off-diagonal terms are also characterized by small
couplings. Therefore this type of scheme can also account for the texture in the CKM
matrix.
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A different scheme (the Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism) assumes that the family
symmetry is SU(2). We now assume that the third generation particles are singlets
under the SU(2)fam symmetry. And as before there is a renormalizable term which
gives mass to the heaviest generation fermions on the order of the weak scale. Al-
though the lightest two generations transform in fundamental and antifundamental
representations of the SU(2)fam symmetry. Now in this case we introduce various
spurion fields, Sab, fa, and A which transform as 3, 2, and a singlet of SU(2)fam
respectively. And the SU(2) spurions are assumed to have the following VEVs:
Sab =

 v′ v′
v′ v

 fa =

 v′
v

 A = v′
The Lagrangian for the leptons, allowed by this symmetry is:
L = (q¯3u3 + q¯3uafa + q¯au3fa + q¯aubSab + ǫabq¯aubA)φ
+(q¯3d3 + q¯3daf
a + q¯ad3f
a + q¯adbS
ab + ǫabq¯adbA)iσφ
†
This leads to the following Yukawa coupling matrices with the following schematic
form:
λu =


v′
M
v′
M
v′
M
v′
M
v
M
v
M
v′
M
v
M
1

 λd =


v′
M
v′
M
v′
M
v′
M
v
M
v
M
v′
M
v
M
1


This is one possibility for the texture of quark masses and mixings. In this scheme the
lighter two generations are distinguished from the heaviest generation through family
charges. Ideally, we would expect that the symmetry that governs family treats all
three generations equally before symmetry breaks. This is a major aesthetic concern,
that makes the U(1) flavor symmetries look unattractive. However, for a nonabelian
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symmetry, we can imagine that there is an SU(3) that breaks down to SU(2), and
the Lagrangian we wrote down was the effective Lagrangian after SU(3) is broken,
but before SU(2) breaks. Furthermore, if we assume the scale of SU(3) breaking is
the same as the cutoff scale then we would expect the renormalizable Yukawa terms
for the third generation will have natural, O(1), Yukawa couplings.
1.5 Family Higgs Fields
Charactersitically, the two schemes above assume the that Higgs fields is a singlet
under family symmetry. The signifigance of this thesis is to investigate the possibility
that the Higgs itself has family symmmetry properties. Firstly all the currently
observed non-gauge particles do in fact have family properties, and all the observed
particles are built from Standard Model particles which arrange themselves into three
identical generations. From that point of view, one might be a little surprised that
the Higgs has no family structure. Additionally, there exists a famous model, the
Peccei-Quinn model which gives the Higgs an axial U(1) symmetry[11, 12]. Peccei-
Quinn symmetry explains why CP symmetry is not strongly broken. The presence
of the QCD θ term prevents us from rotating away a uniform phase from the quark
mass matrix. However, we know that the physical effect of the quark mass matrices
having a uniform phase should be easily verifiable experimentally, and the angle of
this phase is mysteriously less than 10−11. In effect we can consider the quark mass
matrix as having an extra symmetry. However, we already know that the quark
mass matrix does indeed have a somewhat systematic pattern built into the Yukawa
couplings, evidenced in the hierarchy structure of the masses, and the small mixing
angles. Thus, we explain one aspect of the quark mass matrix that the phase of DetM
is real, by introducing a new symmetry that the Higgs fields transform under. From
that perspective it seems natural to explain the rest of the pattern of the quark mass
matrix through the introduction of another symmetry, in this case the appropriate
symmetry is the family symmetry. And therefore it is appropriate to consider that
the Higgs has family charges.
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In the literature there are scattered examples of models which contain Higgs with
family symmetry. Lets be more specific about the models we are envisioning. Consider
the following Lagrangian term:
q¯iφkujf
ijk
Here we are omitting Standard Model gauge indices, and i,j, and k, represent some
yet to be specified family indices, and f ijk represents a structure constant such that
this term is invariant under the family symmetry. The intriguing feature about this
term is that the VEV of the Higgs has family structure, and can potentially explain
the structure of all the Yukawa couplings.
If we try to build a model of this kind without supersymmetry, we will run into
several problems. Firstly, we observe this sort of model has a large number of Higgs
field, but our goal is a model that reduces to the Standard Model at low energy, which
has at most a pair of Higgs fields. For example, the number of low energy Higgs fields
affects the running of the Standard Model (SM) gauge coupling constants, which
nicely unify at GUT scales, we do not want to disturb this feature [10]. So the first
question then becomes, what are the masses of the Higgs multiplets. Requiring that
there is at least one weak scale Higgs mass requires that the parameter m2H in the
following Lagrangian term is no greater than the weak scale.
L = m2Hφ∗kφk
The mass parameter is constrained because such a term gives mass to all the compo-
nents, φk, unless there is some fine tuning.
However, there are additional terms which could give mass to this Higgs multiplet,
namely couplings between the Higgs and family breaking fields. For example if the
family symmetry is broken at a low scale near the weak scale, the model predicts a
multiplet of low energy Higgs that should be observable at the weak scale. Alter-
natively if the family breaking scale is at a large scale, generically all the Higgs get
masses at this larger scale. This can be understood from the permitted term t∗jtjφ
∗
kφk,
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which give masses to all the Higgs at the scale of tj’s VEV. Here tj is assumed to be a
family breaking field. We could possibly have other terms which cancel out the mass
of one Higgs component giving us one weak scale Higgs, but such a cancellation is a
fine tuning.
In brief, we see there are three different choices for family models of the Higgs
field without SUSY.
1) Hypermultiplet of weak scale Higgs
2) Hypermultiplet of very large scale Higgs, no weak scale Higgs
3) Hypermultiplet of very large scale Higgs, with one weak scale Higgs and fine
tuning
The last of these three possibilities is the most viable choice, but still not very at-
tractive.
The models we construct and present in this thesis are based on the idea of
giving the Higgs family properties. But we aim to construct models which have
family breaking at a large scale with no fine tuning required. It turns out we can
solve this fine tuning problem, the same way other fine tuning problems are solved
by constructing Supersymmetric models of family symmetry. The models will be
designed to reproduce the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) at low
energies. We recall in the MSSM that the Higgs sector contains two weak Higgs, an
up Higgs and down Higgs which both give masses to the fermions. The up Higgs
gives mass to the up type quarks and the neutrinos, likewise the down Higgs gives
mass to the down type quarks and the leptons. The superpotential terms are:
Wquark = λuǫ
ijqiUju
c + λdǫ
ijqiDjd
c + λeǫ
ijliDje
c + λνǫ
ijliUjN +mMajoranaNN
Therefore we want our model of family symmetry breaking to produce a pair of
weak Higgs with hypercharges 1/2 and −1/2. As we discussed previously the family
breaking tends to give masses to the Higgs at a large scale, but we want one pair of
Higgs to remain light.
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Supersymmetric models have a natural solution to this problem. The vacuum
space of supersymmetric models tend to have nontrivial moduli spaces. Moduli spaces
are manifolds of VEVs that all minimize the potential terms in the Lagrangian. More
specifically these are flat directions, which are not Goldstone modes (associated with
symmetry breaking). This is natural in supersymmetry because of the positive definite
nature of the potential, as a result any field configuration which has zero energy is a
global minimum. So it is common for theories with SUSY to have flat directions in
the potential. Since the mass of the scalar fields is simply the quadratic term in the
potential, any flat direction is massless. This provides a simple mechanism to have
most of the Higgs hypermultiplet heavy, with one pair remaining light. That pair will
just correspond to the flat directions.
Moduli fields can also serve as a potential solution to the mini-hierarchy problem
of the quark and lepton masses. Since the moduli are completely flat, the scale of
their VEV is completely arbitrary, of course effects that spoil the moduli’s flatness
could remove this arbitrariness of scale. Alternatively, the VEVs of the moduli field
might be governed by anthropic reasoning.
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Chapter 2
Overview of Models
A key feature of this framework is that all the information about family symmetry
breaking is encoded in the VEV of a “generalized Higgs” field. The generalized Higgs
field doublet has the same Standard Model quantum numbers as the ordinary Higgs
field of the MSSM (Minimally Supersymmetric Standard Model), but additionally
it’s assumed to transform under a family group, Gfam. Hence the generalized Higgs
field has tensor indices for both SU(2)weak and the family group, Gfam. Now for con-
venience, whenever we refer to “Standard Model (SM) fermions” and “SM fermion
fields”, we are actually referring to the quarks and leptons and their corresponding
chiral superfields. The structure of SM fermion masses and mixings will be deter-
mined, at least to first order from the renormalizable SM fermion-Higgs couplings.
Now, the generalized Higgs fields will have many components. In this framework most
of the components turn out to be heavy, with masses at the scale of ΛFam, a family
breaking scale. However, exactly one mode, (i.e one linear combination of generalized
Higgs field components) will be massless. Constructing models which produce just
one massless Higgs field without fine tuning, seems to require supersymmetry.
Supersymmetric theories require a pair of Higgs fields, the up and down Higgs
field[13]. So our models actually have a pair of generalized Higgs fields. The gener-
alized Higgs fields get their masses from trilinear terms in the superpotential of the
19
schematic form:
UDT
Here all the tensor indices have been suppressed, and T is a field with transformation
properties under the family group, but it is a singlet under the Standard Model gauge
group. Furthermore U andD are the generalized up and down Higgs field respectively.
The other terms in the superpotential which contain the generalized Higgs field are
terms that couple the Higgs field to the SM fermions. For example, the the up Higgs
field couples to the up quark in a term that schematically looks like:
qUuc
It is meant to be understood that q and uc are fields which contain quarks in a family
symmetric manner. So, for example q is a triplet of left handed quark doublets, thus
containing fields for all three generations of quarks. Likewise, uc is a triplet of right
handed fields. The VEVs of these fields will correspond to some point in the moduli
space of the theory. In our models we will find a portion of the moduli space in which
all the of SM Fermion chiral superfields have scalar components with VEVs of zero. In
such a case the masses of the Higgs field are determined by substituting the VEVs of
T into the Higgs-Higgs-T trilinear term. The models we present will have one pair of
Higgs field remaining massless, while all the other components of the Higgs field will
get a mass at the scale of the VEVs of T . In addition, it will turn out T contains flat
directions, and the VEVs of these flat directions break family symmetry, thus they
determine the family symmetry breaking scale, ΛFam. Hence the heavy components
of the generalized Higgs field get masses at the scale of ΛFam. In addition, these flat
directions are massless modes, and they may couple to the light Higgs field through
the Higgs-Higgs-T trilinear term. This suggest interesting phenomenology of the
Higgs fields interacting with “family moduli”. Family symmetry breaking actually
takes place in a sector of the theory which does not any contain Standard Model
fields, we will call it the family breaking sector.
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Now we give a more detailed discussion of the symmetries of the generalized Higgs
fields. Firstly, both U and D will have tensors indices of the Standard Model gauge
group and family group. In order to write down the form of generalized Higgs fields, we
must know the representation of the Standard Model and family group it transforms
under. In terms of the Standard Model group there is no choice, it must transform
as a doublet. However we are free to choice any representation for the family group.
For example, suppose the family group is SU(3), and the Higgs field is in the octet of
SU(3). In this case the explicit form of the up Higgs field would be Umn,j. Note m
and n are family indices, and j is an SU(2)weak index. Furthermore, this generalized
Higgs field is traceless in the indices m and n, because it’s in the octet representation.
For this choice of representation and family group, the generalized up and down Higgs
field each have 8× 2 components. In other words, eight pairs of SU(2)weak doublets.
In order that our models have the correct low energy physics, we require a single
mode is massless. Although, a single mode refers to a pair of SU(2)weak doublets, an
up Higgs field and down Higgs field, both of which will be massless. The form of the
generalized Higgs fields can vary from model to model.
2.1 Family Symmetry Breaking Communicated to
Standard Model
The family symmetry breaking is communicated to the Standard Model through the
form of the massless Higgs field mode. After expanding about the family fields VEVs,
the quadratic generalized Higgs field mass term is determined by the family VEVs of
T . In fact these quadratic terms will be determined completely by the VEVs of T .
For now the Standard Model gauge group indices will be suppressed. Lets consider a
basis of the generalized Higgs field, Ui and Di, chosen such the the quadratic(mass)
terms are diagonal. Note in this basis the family symmetry is no longer manifest. In
this basis we can write down the Higgs field mass term of the Lagrangian as:
ΣN−1i=1 (M
up
i )
2
Ui
∗Ui + Σ
N−1
i=1 (M
down
i )
2
Di
∗Di
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In this notation we are assuming there are N pairs of Higgs field doublets, and the
first pair, U0 and D0, are the massless pair. Notice all the massive Higgs field pairs
will have VEVs of zero. In other words any non-zero VEV of the generalized Higgs
field must appear only in the zero mode. More generally the VEV of any non-flat
direction is zero if SUSY is unbroken. This can be understood as follows: if SUSY is
unbroken the minimum of the potential is zero. However if all the fields have a VEV
of zero then the potential is zero. Hence we found one point that is always part of
the moduli space. Moreover, if we can vary the VEV of a field away from zero, and
yet still have a potential of zero then this field is flat, by definition.
In order to see the consequences of the generalized Higgs field containing a single
massless mode, lets illuminate in more detail the type of models we are imagining. It
will be useful to introduce the tensor indices. The following equations will have tensor
indices for the family symmetry group, but the indices for the Standard Model gauge
group will still be suppressed. Imagine we are considering a model with an SU(3)
family group. For example, one quark superpotential term could be of the following
form:
λqmU
m
n(u
c)n
where λ is a constant of O(1), also m and n are family indices. Now write the
generalized up Higgs field in terms of the up Higgs field mass diagonal basis.
Umn =


C11 C
1
2 C
1
3
C21 C
2
2 C
2
3
C31 C
3
2 C
3
3

U0 + Σ
N−1
i=1 (Fi)
m
nUi
Here Cmn and (Fi)
m
n are just coefficients that define the transformation from “Higgs
field mass diagonal” basis to “family symmetry manifest” basis. Now examine the
VEV of Umn , recall only U0 has a nonzero VEV, which implies that the VEV of U
m
n
is given by the first term of the above equation. In addition, if we look at the above
quark superpotential term, we see that the Yukawa coupling constants between the
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quarks and the light Higgs field, U0, are in fact:
λmn = λC
m
n
Henceforth, if the form of U0 breaks family symmetry, this breaking gets introduced
into the Standard Model Yukawa couplings. Also the form of U0 is determined by the
VEVs of T . So now will we explore which factors determine the VEVs of T .
2.2 Discussion of Family Sector Potential and its
Symmetry Breaking
T is the field which breaks the family symmetry. In our models we postulate a
family breaking sector with a corresponding superpotential. The VEVs of T can
be determined entirely by the family breaking sector’s potential. This is because T
appears only in the family breaking sector potential and in the T -Higgs couplings. In
order to find the potential for T , we imagine setting all the other fields in the model
to their VEVs, in particular the generalized Higgs field will get replaced by the VEV
of the light Higgs. This means the VEV of the light Higgs field could conceivably
contribute to the potential for T , however it will turn out that any component of
T which couples to the light Higgs field must have a zero VEV. This can be easily
understood, for if the light Higgs field couples to a moduli field which has a large
VEV then the light Higgs field gets a mass from this coupling. A proof that there is
no way around this problem will be presented with our second model. All the VEVs
of the T components that don’t couple to the light Higgs field are determined by the
family breaking sector.
Now recall T has some family group structure, which we have yet to enumerate.
In the following paragraph we will leave the family structure of T unspecified, and
suppress family indices. So any terms we write are actually written in a schematic
form. We can imagine that in addition to the family breaking field(s) T , there also
exists scalar fields such as η and ξ. These scalar fields are singlets under both the
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Standard Model gauge group and the family group. In our framework we are regarding
these models as effective field theories of a high energy theory. The cutoff scale,
Λcut, may possibly be as large as the Planck scale. Consider the following possible
superpotential terms:
ηT 2 +
1
Λcut
ξT 3
Now lets explore the vacuum solutions for this superpotential. We consider the pos-
sibility of vacuum solutions which satisfy the conditions η = ξ = 0. In order to find
the moduli space, we compute the F-terms of the superpotential and set every F-term
equal to zero. So, for example consider computing an F-term with respect to some
component of T , then this F-term will schematically be:
ηT +
1
Λcut
ξT 2
This F-term is of course zero, because we assume η = ξ = 0. Now lets consider the
F-terms with respect to η and ξ, which are:
T 2 = 0 and T 3 = 0
Remembering that T has a family structure, we see that these equations imply some
quadratic and cubic invariant of T is zero. So long as T has more than 2 independent
invariants, we see that T is not determined uniquely, hence we get a nontrivial moduli
space of configurations for T . More generally, if the number of constraints from F-
terms of scalar fields is less than the number of independent invariants of T then the
moduli space for T is nontrivial.
All of this previous discussion has assumed SUSY was unbroken. SUSY break-
ing would result in additional terms in the Lagrangian, such terms would alter the
potential of the theory.
Firstly, all the SUSY breaking terms could lift the flat directions, making these
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directions no longer flat, hence resulting in the “moduli fields” receiving masses at
a scale determined by the SUSY breaking scale. There are several assumptions we
could make about SUSY breaking. For the following discussion, lets make the simple
minded assumption that the SUSY breaking terms are at the electroweak scale. For
example, this will result in the massless Higgs field mode having a light mass at the
electroweak scale. In addition, the moduli fields would not get arbitrary VEVs after
SUSY breaking, because those directions have lost their flatness. In fact, it is even
possible some of the moduli fields are driven to a VEV of zero depending on the sign
of the SUSY breaking terms in the potential. While constructing the models, we
consider the possibility that some of the VEVs of the flat directions maybe driven to
zero (possibly by SUSY breaking terms).
A discussion of the flat directions after SUSY breaking, will reveal their depen-
dence on the sign of SUSY breaking terms. Lets examine the potential that results
from SUSY breaking terms and minimize this potential. We notice that if we choose
negative mass parameters in this potential, this tends to result in large VEVs on the
scale of the theory’s cutoff. Likewise if the mass parameter is positive, it tends to
make the VEVs zero. Consider what happens to the VEVs of the moduli fields. Since
flat directions do not appear in the potential before SUSY breaking, their potential
is entirely a result of SUSY breaking terms. For example it could be of the following
form:
V (f) = m1
2f 2 +
m2
2
Λcut
2f
4
Here we assume m1 and m2 are at the electroweak scale, determined by the SUSY
breaking scale. The minimum is given by f = 0. However, if we change the sign in
the potential, so that:
V (f) = −m12f 2 + m2
2
Λcut
2f
4
Then we find that f = Λcutm1
2m2
. We see that the VEVs of the moduli field will be zero
or large depending critically on the signs of the SUSY breaking terms.
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In the previous paragraph we found it naturally possible that the naturally are
either very large or zero, but there we assumed the quartic term resulted from SUSY
breaking and thus had a coupling of the form m2
2
Λcut2
. However a third possibility
exists if f is not truly flat before SUSY breaking, rather just massless (i.e having no
quadratic term). It is possible that the quadratic term results from SUSY breaking,
but the quartic term is a SUSY invariant term that comes from the superpotential,
in which case if the quadratic term is negative, the VEV of f would get stabilized at
the electroweak scale because the Lagrangian would be as follows:
V (f) = −m12f 2 + λf 4
where λ is an O(1) coupling.
2.3 Discussion of Family Symmetry Groups
A general picture of how these models operate has been presented. Now we will
present in detail a few of the models. Notice when constructing the models, we
basically have to make three decisions: What is the family symmetry group? What
are the fields of the model? What U(1) and R-symmetries does the model possess?
Now consider which choices exist for the family symmetry group. In the Standard
Model there are six types of fermion fields, q, u, d, l, e, and ν. Likewise in the MSSM
there are six chiral superfields for the fermions. It is conceivable that each set of
fermions transform under a separate group. For example a three generation model
could have each set of fermions transforming under separate U(3)’s. In this case the
family group would be U(3)×U(3)×U(3)×U(3)×U(3)×U(3). For three generation
models the most natural groups to consider are SU(3) and U(3). Furthermore, the
family group can be much simpler than the product group of six U(3)’s. For example
if each SM fermion field transforms under the same U(3) then the family group would
be simply U(3). Furthermore, we might try to consider even simpler models which
do not describe all three generations but just two generations. In such cases the most
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natural groups to think about are U(2) and SU(2).
2.4 Summary of the Models to be Presented
We present several (five) different models. The first two models we present have only
two generations. The purpose of the first model is to get a more detailed feel for
these models and their operation. The second model is intended to show that it is
possible to get the proper Cabibbo mixing and quark masses for two generations.
The purpose of the third model is to illustrate the plausibility of constructing these
models with three generations of SM fermions. The purpose of the fourth model is
illustrate a model that very naturally has couplings between the Higgs field and the
moduli fields of the family sector. The fifth and final model presented is the physically
most reasonable, in that it illustrates three generations with fairly reasonable textures
for all the Yukawa couplings. Furthermore with the last model we will illustrate the
following point: if we try to modify our models to accommodate an a non-zero µ term
which is experimentally required, this naturally results in moduli-Higgs couplings.
The moduli-Higgs couplings are very interesting because they are a low energy effect
that could be observed in the near future at the LHC.
We present each model with the following organization. First, we enumerate what
group has been chosen for the family symmetry. Second, we list all the fields which
appear in the model. In order to choose the fields of the theory, we need to choose the
form of the generalized Higgs field, and pick the fields of the family breaking sector.
Then we specify our choice for the U(1) and R-symmetries, and we note the charges
of each field under all the symmetries. Next, we write down all permissible terms
in the superpotential. The next step is solving for the moduli space of the family
breaking sector. Fifthly, we choose which moduli fields if any will have VEVs driven
to zero by SUSY breaking terms. Then we find the form of the massless Higgs field,
and compute the resulting Yukawa couplings. Finally, we examine the moduli-Higgs
couplings.
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Chapter 3
Model 1: A 2 Generation Model
with Massless Quarks
The first model we present is a two generation model. We consider a simple choice
for the family symmetry group, that is SU(2). For purposes of notation we denote
the family symmetry group as SU(2)fam. Since the family symmetry is SU(2), all
the irreducible representations are defined by the representations of spin. Now that
we have chosen the family group, we need to decide how the quark and lepton fields
transform. The quark and lepton fields are doublets, because there are two genera-
tions. Furthermore, in SU(2) there is no distinction between the fundamental and
antifundamental representations, hence we may assume all the SM fermion fields are
in the fundamental representation. For simplicity we consider this model to only
have quarks and no leptons. Also denote the quark fields as qn,j , u
c
l, and d
c
l. Notice
this is very explicit, showing all the tensor indices. In fact n is an SU(2)weak index,
while j and l are SU(2)fam indices. The generalized Higgs fields will be in the spin
one representation, and the generalized up Higgs fields and down Higgs fields will be
respectively denoted as:
U jlm D
jl
m
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Once again j and l are SU(2)fam indices, but m is an SU(2)weak indice. These fields
are symmetric in j and l, because the generalized Higgs fields have been chosen to
be spin one of SU(2)fam. The family breaking sector has two extra fields. One field
that breaks family symmetry, Tij , and the other field is a family singlet, η. Both of
the fields are neutral with respect to the Standard Model gauge group. The indices
on Tij are family indices, and Tij is a rank two symmetric tensor, thus spin one.
This theory will have a global U(1) symmetry, which will be called T -charge or
denoted as U(1)T . The T -charge of Tij is 1. Now we assign the following T -charges
to the rest of the fields:
qi,j u
c
k d
c
l U
jk
m D
jl
m Tij η
U(1)T
1
4
1
4
1
4
−1
2
−1
2
1 −2
Additionally, this model will have an R-symmetry, where every field has an R-
symmetry charge of 2
3
. As as result of this symmetry only cubic terms can appear in
the superpotential. We have the following set of terms in the superpotential:
1) Terms that couple the Higgs fields to the quarks.
Wquarks = λUǫ
imqi,jU
jk
m u
c
k + λDǫ
imqi,jD
jl
md
c
l
2) Terms that couple the Higgs fields to Tij .
WHiggs = λT ǫ
mnǫklU
ik
mD
jl
n Tij
3) Terms that make a potential for Tij and η.
Wpotential = ληηǫ
acǫbdTabTcd
In this particular model we do not assume any of the family breaking fields are
driven to zero by SUSY breaking. In order to study the moduli space of the family
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breaking fields, we make a digression on the SU(2) properties of Tij .
First of all, Tij is a spin one object, so that it lives in the vector representation of
SU(2). However, it lives in a 6 dimensional space, because it is defined by 3 complex
parameters. So, we conclude Tij can be defined in terms of a 3 dimensional complex
vector, that transform under SO(3). Lets denote this vector as ~v = {x, y, z} where
x, y, and z are complex.
Tij = ǫimσa
m
j v
a =

 x+ iy −z
−z −x+ iy

 (3.1)
Now we can think of this complex vector as being defined by its real part call it ~v1
and its imaginary part ~v2.
Now we assume that no “special” relations exist between ~v1 and ~v2. Then we can
simplify Tij most by making rotations such that ~v1 is along the x-axis and ~v2 is in the
xy-plane. This gives:
Tij =

 x1 + ix2 − y2 0
0 −x1 − ix2 − y2


=

 α 0
0 β


Where α and β are by definition the elements T11 and T22 after Tij is diagonalized.
It will be useful to quickly convert between the notation of symmetric tensors,
Tij , to the vector notation, ~v. Now suppose that the tensors Sij has a corresponding
complex vector ~w. Likewise, Rij has a corresponding complex ~u. Then we have
the following useful relations to convert between tensor notation of SU(2) to vector
notation of SO(3):
ǫikǫjlTijSkl = 2~v · ~w
ǫikTijSklR
jl = 2~w⋆ · (~u× ~v)
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Note by definition Rjl = (Rjl)
⋆ where the star denotes complex conjugation. These
relations are easy to verify.
Now we return to discussing model 1, and we consider how to solve for the VEVs
of Tij. Solving for the moduli space of the family breaking sector requires that we find
the singlet F-terms, in this case the η F-term. Next it requires setting these F-terms
equal to zero. Examine the F-term of η.
η: ληǫ
ikǫjlTijTkl
Setting this equal to zero, and using the fact that we can diagonalize Tij .
T11T22 − T12T12 = 0
αβ = 0
So we have a discrete choice. Lets make the following choice:
T11 = α 6= 0 T22 = β = 0
Since, T11 can have an arbitrary VEV, it is in fact a flat direction(moduli field).
Next we determine the massless mode of the Higgs fields, we do this by plug-
ging in the VEV of Tij into the Higgs-Higgs-T trilinear term. After completing this
substitution we get:
WHiggs = λT (αǫ
mnU11mD
12
n − αǫmnU12mD11n )
The mass terms for the Higgs fields are given by summing the squares of the Higgs
F-terms. In this simple model we enumerate all these F-terms, and by inspection will
see which components of the Higgs fields do not appear in these F-terms, thus these
components must correspond to zero mode(s). Now lets enumerate the Higgs fields
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F-terms.
ǫmnU11m : αD
12
n
ǫmnU12m : −αD11n
ǫmnU22m : 0
ǫmnD11n : −αU12m
ǫmnD12n : αU
11
m
ǫmnD22n : 0
From inspection, we see the light mode of the Higgs field is given as:
Dlightn = D
22
n
U lightm = U
22
m
Now for the purpose of illustration, we compute the moduli space and the form
of the massless Higgs field again, this time using the SO(3) notation. Recall for the
tensor Tij we can define a complex vector, ~v. In terms of this complex vector the
relevant superpotential term is:
2ληη~v · ~v
Therefore by setting the η F-term to zero, and then considering the real and imaginary
parts separately we get:
~v · ~v = 0
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~v1 · ~v1 − ~v2 · ~v2 = 0
~v1 · ~v2 = 0
We see the vectors ~v1 and ~v2 are perpendicular, and the vectors also have equal
magnitudes. So, we can rotate into a coordinate system where ~v1 is along the positive
x-axis, and ~v2 is along the negative y-axis, which gives:
~v1 = {x1, 0, 0} ~v2 = {0,−x1, 0}
~v = x1


1
−i
0


Tij =

 2x1 0
0 0


Notice this is the same result as before with α = 2x1.
Now we examine the superpotential terms, WHiggs. Notice when we discussed spin
one tensors such as Tij with the corresponding complex vector ~v, the indices on Tij
were lower indices. However, the tensor T ij also has a corresponding complex vector,
~v′, whose components determine T ij via equation 1. If we use the complex vectors
corresponding to the upper indices, we can write down WHiggs of this model in SO(3)
notation. Note we are suppressing SU(2)weak indices. Also ~u and ~d correspond to U
jk
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and Djk respectively.
WHiggs = 2λT (~v
′)∗ · (~u× ~d)
= 2λT ~d · [(~v′)∗ × ~u]
= 2λT~u ·
[
~d× (~v′)∗
]
First of all, this superpotential we just wrote down contains a complex conjugate
of ~v′, which is worrisome because superpotential are holomorphic functions. However,
this conjugate is just a notational artifact. Notice, we wrote down three equivalent
forms for the superpotential, to find the down Higgs field F-terms the second form is
the convenient choice. All the down Higgs field F-terms can be written compactly as:
2λT (~v
′)∗ × ~u
In order to find the massless directions of ~u, we look for directions which do not effect
the potential. This is accomplished by setting Higgs field F-terms equal to zero. Thus
setting this cross product equal to zero implies that the two complex vectors (~v′)∗
and ~u are “parallel”. In this case “parallel” means the two vectors are proportional
through a complex proportionality constant. Hence the light up Higgs field must be
“parallel” to the VEV of (~v′)∗. This condition gives the following form for the light
up Higgs field:
~u =


1
i
0


This complex vector converts to the following spin one tensor:
U ij =

 0 0
0 −2


This means U22 is exactly massless! This is the result we obtained earlier using SU(2)
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notation. Likewise you can find the light down Higgs field mode too. This notation
is nice for finding zero modes because cross products result in “parallel” conditions.
Next we compute the Yukawa couplings of the low energy effective theory, by
setting the heavy components of the Higgs field equal to zero. In other words, we
plug in the form of the light Higgs field into the superpotential of the model, and
then look at the coupling between the light Higgs field and quark fields. This gives
the following:
Wquarks = λUǫ
imU lightm qi,2u
c
2 + λDǫ
imDlightm qi,2d
c
2
These Yukawa couplings actually imply that the first generation of quarks are mass-
less. In addition, since one generation is massless there can be no Cabibbo mixing.
If we refer to the electroweak VEVs of the up and down Higgs fields as vup and vdown
then the mass matrices of the quarks are given as:
Mup =

 0 0
0 λUvup

 Mdown =

 0 0
0 λDvdown


Notice, these mass matrices only give masses to the second generation of quarks.
In this elementary model there is no coupling between moduli fields and the light
Higgs field. This can be seen because the moduli field (the flat direction) is T11 which
does not couple to D22n or U
22
n , the light Higgs field modes. As explained earlier it
had to work out this way, because this model does not contain a moduli field that
gets a VEV of zero.
This first model has a very distasteful feature. Mainly that it leaves one generation
of SM fermions massless. As we know in nature all the SM fermions have masses.
Although at one point in time the masslessness of the up quark was considered a
possibility. However, it was never considered a possibility that a whole generation of
particles could be massless. The pleasant thing about this model is it naturally has
one generation of quarks being much heavier than another, a feature that is seen in
nature. However in our model this results from the light generation being exactly
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massless. Now we will explore another two generation model, which does not have
these bad features.
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Chapter 4
Model 2: A 2 Generation Model
with Cabibbo Mixings
This next model, which we will refer to as model 2 [14] is a two generation model,
and will have the same family group, SU(2). From now on we refer to the first model
as “model 1”. All the SM fermion fields in model 2 will have the same transformation
laws as model 1. The generalized Higgs field will actually be in a reducible repre-
sentation of SU(2), more explicitly there will be a pair of spin one generalized Higgs
fields. We denote the generalized Higgs fields as:
[U1]
jk
m [U2]
jk
m [D1]
jk
m [D2]
jk
m
This model has a pair of generalized up Higgs fields and generalized down Higgs fields.
Each generalized Higgs field transform as a spin one object, symmetric rank 2 tensor,
under SU(2)fam. Recall, the generalized Higgs field in model 1 was also spin one
under SU(2)fam. Also the T family breaking fields are more complicated. T family
breaking fields will be made up of a set of five spin one fields, only one of which we
actually label as T . The five T fields are:
Xij Tij Sij Rij Pij
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Model 2 will also have three singlet fields, η, ξ, and ζ .
We introduce four U(1) global symmetries, each associated with a generalized
Higgs field field. Now we list the various U(1) charges on the fields in the following
table:
field U(1)E U(1)F U(1)G U(1)H
U1 1 0 0 0
U2 0 1 0 0
D1 0 0 1 0
D2 0 0 0 1
qi,j 0 0 0 0
uck 0 −1 0 0
dcl 0 0 0 −1
Xij 0 0 0 0
Tij −1 0 −1 0
Sij 0 −1 −1 0
Rij −1 0 0 −1
Pij 0 −1 0 −1
η 0 0 0 0
ξ 0 1 1 0
ζ 1 0 0 1
Notice, that each generalized Higgs field is charged under a different U(1). Further-
more, we assume every field has an R-charge of 2
3
. (So that only cubic terms are
allowed)
We have all the information necessary to construct the superpotential for Model
2. Lets write down all the permissible terms. We have the following set of terms in
the superpotential:
1) Terms that couple the Higgs fields to the quarks.
Wquarks = λUǫ
imqi,jU2
jk
mu
c
k + λDǫ
imqijD2
j,l
md
c
l
2) Terms that couple the Higgs fields to the family breaking fields.
WHiggs = λT ǫ
mnǫklU1
ik
mD1
jl
nTij + λSǫ
mnǫklU2
ik
mD1
jl
nSij
+λRǫ
mnǫklU1
ik
mD2
jl
nRij + λP ǫ
mnǫklU2
ik
mD2
jl
nPij
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3) Terms that make a potential for the family breaking fields and scalars.
Wpotential = ληηǫ
acǫbdXabXcd + λξξǫ
acǫbdXabScd + λζζǫ
acǫbdXabRcd
Now in model 2 we assume that SUSY breaking terms will drive the VEVs of Pij to
zero.
Next we want to determine the moduli space of this model’s family breaking sector.
Once again, we have to compute the singlet F-terms, in the case for η, ξ, and ζ . We
convert to the SO(3) notation to find the moduli space and the form of the light
Higgs field mode. For the complex vectors we use lower case letters. For example the
complex vector ~x corresponds to Xij. So we write the family breaking superpotential
in SO(3) notation as:
Wpotential = 2ληη~x · ~x+ 2λξξ~x · ~s+ 2λζζ~x · ~r
Now we examine the η F-term:
2ληη~x · ~x = 0
The solution of this equation was found in model 1, and the solution is any vector
whose real part is orthogonal to its imaginary part, and the real part has the same
magnitude as the imaginary part. This vector can be simplified by rotating to a
frame where the real part is in the positive x direction, and then by rotating about
the x-axis such that the imaginary part is in the negative y direction. After these
rotations the solutions for ~x is:
~x =


α
−iα
0


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Now the ξ F-term gives the following constraint:
2λξξ~x · ~s = 0
α(s1 − is2) = 0
This constraint tells us the form of ~s is:
~s =


s1
−is1
s3


Furthermore, in exactly analogous manner the ζ F-term will give us the form for ~r:
~r =


r1
−ir1
r3


Notice, we found no constraints on Tij , this is because every component of Tij is a
flat direction. Therefore Tij has completely arbitrary VEVs, and we shall parametrize
the corresponding complex vector ~t simply as:
~t =


t1
t2
t3


Lets determine which modes of the Higgs fields are massless. As with model 1 we
write down the Higgs superpotential terms in SO(3) notation. Following the example
of model 1, for the tensor X ij the corresponding complex vector is ~x′. Likewise
there are corresponding complex vectors for the tensors T ij,Rij ,Sij , and P ij. Now we
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convert the Higgs superpotential to SO(3) notation:
WHiggs = 2λX(~t
′)∗ · (~u1 × ~d1) + 2λS(~s′)∗ · (~u2 × ~d1)
+2λR(~r
′)∗ · (~u1 × ~d2) + 2λP (~p′)∗ · (~u2 × ~d2)
In order to find the massless up Higgs field, we first use vector identities to rewrite
the superpotential as:
WHiggs = 2λT ~d1 ·
[
(~t′)∗ × ~u1
]
+ 2λS ~d1 · [(~s′)∗ × ~u2]
+2λR~d2 · [(~r′)∗ × ~u1] + 2λP ~d2 · [(~p′)∗ × ~u)]
Now we can find the down Higgs field F-terms in the following compact form:
2λT (~t
′)∗ × ~u1 + 2λS(~s′)∗ × ~u2 = ~0 (4.1)
2λR(~r
′)∗ × ~u1 + 2λP (~p′)∗ × ~u2 = ~0 (4.2)
The massless up Higgs fields modes are any modes which satisfy the above constraints,
though we need to substitute in the VEVs of ~t′, ~s′, ~r′, and ~p′. The last term is zero
because the VEV of ~p′ = ~0. Thus the second constraint implies that ~u1 is parallel to
(~r′)∗. So:
~u1 = C1(~r
′)∗
Where C1 is an arbitrary constant. Now, we substitute this into the first constraint
to derive a constraint on ~u2.
~0 = 2C1λT (~t
′)∗ × (~r′)∗ + 2λS(~s′)∗ × ~u2
The only way these two cross products might cancel is if they are parallel. If they are
parallel then their cross product with each other is zero. So this allows us to write
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the following constraint:
[
(~t′)∗ × (~r′)∗
]
× [(~s′)∗ × ~u2] = ~0
Now use the following vector identity, ~A × ( ~B × ~C) = ( ~A · ~C) ~B − ( ~A · ~B) ~C. The
constraint becomes:
[
~A · ~u2
]
(~s′)∗ −
[
~A · (~s′)∗
]
~u2 = ~0
Where we define ~A ≡ (~t′)∗ × (~r′)∗. This equation implies that either (~s′)∗ is parallel
to ~u2, or the coefficients of both these vectors vanish. It is straight forward to verify
that the coefficient of ~u2 does not vanish, hence these two vectors must be parallel.
If these two vector are parallel then the second term of equation 4.1 is zero, which
implies that the first term of equation 4.1 is also zero. The first term of equation 2
can only be zero if C1 = 0, because (~t
′)∗ and (~r′)∗ are not parallel. Thus we find the
massless mode of the up Higgs field has the form:
~u1 = 0 ~u2 =


s1
is1
s3


Now convert this into the SU(2) spin one tensor notation:
U1 =

 0 0
0 0

 U2 =

 0 −s3
−s3 −2s1


For the purpose of notation, we introduce the variables β and γ such that the light
up Higgs field is given by:
U2 =

 0 −s3
−s3 −2s1

 =

 0 −γ
−γ β


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Furthermore, we can repeat all this analysis to find the massless down Higgs field:
D1 =

 0 0
0 0


D2 =

 0 −r3
−r3 −2r1

 =

 0 −τ
−τ ω


Notice we introduce the variables τ and ω. For the next section, where the Yukawa
couplings between quarks and the light Higgs field is computed, we need the light
Higgs field to be canonically normalized. Here we list the light Higgs field modes
with proper normalizations:
U2 =
1√
2γ2 + β2

 0 −γ
−γ β

Ulight
D2 =
1√
2τ 2 + ω2

 0 −τ
−τ ω

Dlight
Where Ulight and Dlight are the massless up and down Higgs field respectively.
It is straight forward to calculate the Yukawa couplings between the quark fields
and the light Higgs field. In a manner similar to model 1, we plug in the form of
the light Higgs field to quark-Higgs coupling terms of the superpotential. We get the
following result for Yukawa coupling matrices:
λU√
2γ2 + β2

 0 −γ
−γ β

 λD√
2τ 2 + ω2

 0 −τ
−τ ω


If we make the assumptions that γ is small compared to β, and τ is small compared
to ω then we can easily compute the Cabibbo mixing angle and quark mass matrices.
The above assumptions gives a simple result, because the SU(2) transformations that
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are applied to the Yukawa coupling matrices are near the identity, thus these SU(2)
transformations can be easily approximated. For example, the following transforma-
tion diagonalizes the matrix of up Yukawa couplings:
ei(
γ
β
)σy

 0 −γ
−γ β

 e−i( γβ )σy ≈

 1
γ
β
−γ
β
1



 0 −γ
−γ β



 1 −
γ
β
γ
β
1


≈

 −
γ2
β
0
0 β


In fact, the above Yukawa couplings will lead to the following well known result [15]:
θCabibbo ≈ τ
ω
− γ
β
Mup =
λUvup√
2γ2 + β2


γ2
β
0
0 β

 Mdown = λDvdown√
2τ 2 + ω2

 τ
2
ω
0
0 ω


Recall that vup and vdown are the electroweak VEVs for the up and down Higgs fields
respectively.
In this model, we see that the mass hierarchy actually results from a hierarchy in
the VEVs of the flat directions. Explicitly the VEVs γ and τ were assumed to be
small compared with the VEVs β and ω. This model nicely predicts the structure of
the quark mass matrices and quark mixing angle for two generations.
4.1 General Considerations of Higg-Moduli Cou-
plings
Now we shall discuss the moduli coupling to the light Higgs field. In the Lagrangian
of the low energy effective theory the following term is not prohibited by symmetry
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considerations:
λmodU
†UF ⋆F
Here U is the light up Higgs field and F is a moduli field. We want to explore when
these terms will actually arise from our models. Schematically the superpotential
term of interest is:
UDT
First we note these coupling terms contains many heavy modes and some light modes,
but we are only interested in interactions which involve only light modes. In order
to isolate the interactions of the light fields we integrate out the heavy modes of the
theory.
First lets consider how we integrate out the heavy components in our models.
The idea will be as follows: use the equations of motion for the heavy components,
and then solve for the heavy components in terms of the light components. Finally,
substitute these solutions back into the Lagrangian of the theory, hence obtaining the
low energy effective Lagrangian. Lets explore these ideas more carefully. Suppose
we have a heavy set of fields call them Hi, also a set of light fields Lj , and finally
a set of flat directions Fl, recall “flat directions” are fields such that if we set all
the other fields in the theory to their VEVs, the flat directions disappear from the
potential. Furthermore, the potential of the theory we label as V (Hi, Lj, Fl). For
example suppose the VEVs of Hi and Lj are all zero, then the function V (0, 0, Fl)
will be independent of Fl (i.e. a constant).
In a supersymmetric theory the potential V (Hi, Lj , Fl) will be positive definite,
and the VEVs of the non-flat directions, Hi and Lj , consequently zero. Furthermore
in supersymmetric theories the minimum of V (Hi, Lj , Fl) = 0, so this implies that
V (0, 0, Fl) = 0. We are interested in determining the potential after we integrate out
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the heavy fields:
Veff(Lj , Fl) = V (Hi(Lj , Fl), Lj, Fl)
There we have solved for Hi using their equations of motion. Now if we set, Lj to
their VEVs of zero, and Fl to any arbitrary VEV then Hi(0, Fl) should equal the
VEVs of Hi, which are zero. Therefore we make the following conclusion:
Veff(0, Fl) = V (Hi(0, Fl), 0, Fl) = V (0, 0, Fl) = 0
In order to explore the physics of this “effective potential”, we Taylor expand it in
terms of its fields, Lj and Fl. However it vanishes when Lj = 0, which implies
all of its terms must contains at least one power of Lj . In other words there are
no self interactions of Fl. More generally combining this sort of reasoning with the
considerations of symmetry restricts the permissible terms to a small set.
Now we consider all the fields in model 2, and the renormalizable couplings that
result after integrating out the heavy modes. We use the following notationHi to refer
to all the heavy fields, U and D to refer to the light up and down Higgs fields, and
Fk to refer to the flat directions in Xij, Tij , Rij , and Sij. And we refer directly to Pij .
We make some observations, all which are made by writing down the full potential for
model 2, and then inspecting it carefully. First observation, if Pij gets nonzero VEVs
then U and D will not be flat, and hence are driven to VEVs of zero. Next observation
is if U has a nonzero VEV then Pij and D are not flat, and driven to VEVs of zero.
Similarly, we observe if D has a nonzero VEV then Pij and U are not flat, and driven
to VEVs of zero. We know after integrating out all the heavy modes and setting all
the non-flat fields to their VEVs, their “effective potential”, Veff(U,D, Pij, Fk) should
vanish. For example if U and D are set to zero then all the remaining fields are flat
directions and hence the effective potential vanishes. We Taylor expand the effective
potential, in order to isolate the renormalizable terms. Since the potential vanishes
when U = D = 0, each term in the effective potential must contain at least one power
of U orD. Likewise by analogous reasoning we also conclude each term of the effective
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potential contains at least one power of U or Pij . Also each term must contain at
least one power of U or Pij . Furthermore, symmetry considerations imply any term
that contains U should also contain its complex conjugate U †. Likewise every term
with Pij contains (Pij)
⋆, and every term with D contains D†. However, integrating
out the heavy fields has destroyed the family symmetry, hence we allow terms which
violate family symmetry. We see the lowest order terms are fourth order terms, these
are precisely the renormalizable interactions we are interested in determining. These
interactions have the following generic form:
∑
ij
BijU
†U(Pij)
⋆Pij +
∑
ij
CijD
†D(Pij)
⋆Pij + EU
†UD†D
Where Bij , Cij, and E are real positive constants, which follows because the potential
is positive definite.
Now we discuss how we actually integrate out the heavy modes, and find these
renormalizable interactions. Hence we want to determine Hi = Hi(U,D, Pij, Fk), once
again note that if U and D are set to zero then all the other directions are flat, and
hence Hi equals its VEVs which are all zero. By exactly the same reasoning Hi equals
zero if Pij and U are set to zero. And finally Hi equals zero if Pij and D are set to
zero. Once again we do a Taylor expansion, in this case we expand Hj in terms of the
light fields of model 2. Since Hj vanishes under the three conditions listed above we
conclude that each term must contain one of the following three factors UPij , DPij,
or UD.
Writing out the potential of the full theory explicitly will reveal that it’s a quartic
polynomial in the heavy fields. Schematically it will look like:
V (Hi, U,D, Pij, Fk) = a(Hi)
4 + b(Hi)
3 + c(Hi)
2 + d(Hi) + e
Here the coefficients b, c, d, and e are actually functions of all the light fields in
the theory. Furthermore, we wish to use the equations of motions of Hj to solve for
Hj. Firstly, we notice that e does not appear in the equations of motion. In these
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equations we are thinking of Hj as small, because we are thinking of Pij U , and D
as small, therefore we can neglect the quartic and cubic terms in comparison to the
quadratic and lower terms. Hi is heavy and the quadratic terms corresponds to the
mass terms, therefore c must contain zeroth order terms (i.e. terms which do not
depend on Pij , U , or D). Here c actually corresponds to the mass matrix of Hi, thus
the lowest order term of the solution for Hi is:
Hi = −1
2
(c0)
−1d2 (4.3)
where c0 is a matrix and the zeroth order term of c. Likewise d2 is a vector and the
lowest order term in d is quadratic in the fields Pij, U , and D. This lowest order term
of Hi gives renormalizable interactions if we substitute it into the potential of the full
theory. In fact we find only quartic terms. This process for model 2 does not give a
clean a result, but does verify that these interactions actually exist and are non-zero.
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Chapter 5
Model 3: A 3 Generation Model
using Adjoint Higgs fields
We now present a three generation model. In constructing such models, we have many
choices for the family breaking fields and the generalized Higgs fields. However, it
is not obvious that any particular choice of fields, will result in exactly one massless
Higgs field mode. In fact, it is possible to construct models with no massless Higgs
field modes, or too many massless Higgs field modes. We previously showed it is
possible to construct two generation models which have one massless Higgs field mode,
but it is not obvious that such a construction can be generalized to include three
generation models. Now we shall present a model that demonstrates, the possibility
of three generation models with nontrivial Yukawa couplings. We refer to this model
as “model 3” in the rest of our discussion.
The family symmetry group we choose is Gfam = SU(3). Furthermore, the SM
fermions will transform under the fundamental and antifundamental representations.
That is the quark doublet, qi, will transform under the fundamental representation,
and the up and down quark fields, ucj and d
c
k transform as antifundamentals. Fur-
thermore, li is the lepton doublet which transforms under the fundamental represen-
tation, and the right handed leptons, ecj and ν
c
k, transform as antifundamentals.
Now we consider generalized Higgs fields that transform as SU(3)fam octets, this
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suggests the following type of term for the quark fields:
uciU
i
jq
j
Before we go into all the gory details of model 3, we would like to discuss a few
illustrious examples that motivates our interest in octet Higgs fields.
Before we consider Model 3, we consider toy superpotential Higgs terms. Our goal
is to see mechanisms which give exactly one massless Higgs field mode. We do not jus-
tify the superpotentials terms based on symmetries, rather accept the superpotential
terms as given and explore their consequences. Consider the following superpotential
terms:
WHiggs = λUDU
i
jD
j
kT
k
i + λDUD
i
jU
j
kT
k
i
Firstly, all three fields live in the octet of SU(3), that is we are assuming U , D, and
T are traceless matrices. Note λUD and λDU are arbitrary dimensionless constants.
Furthermore, we will assume that T satisfies a constraint such that T−1 is traceless.
This assumption may appear mysterious at first glance.
Therefore, we would like to show that such a constraint is plausible. We know that
the family breaking sector tends to give constraint equations on the family breaking
T fields. So for example, a plausible constraint that might result from the family
breaking sector is:
T ijT
j
i = 0
We can easily verify the following formula for the inverse of T :
[
T−1
]b
a
=
ǫaceǫ
bdfT cdT
e
f
2Det|T |
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Now use the above equation to calculate the trace of T−1
[
T−1
]a
a
=
ǫaceǫ
adfT cdT
e
f
2Det|T |
=
(δdc δ
f
e − δdeδfc )T cdT ef
2Det|T |
=
T ccT
e
e − T ceT ec
2Det|T |
=
−T ceT ec
2Det|T |
In the above manipulations we used the fact that T is traceless. From the above
equation we see that T−1 is traceless, if it obeys the constraint T ijT
j
i = 0.
Now return to considering the Higgs superpotential, which we enumerated above.
SinceD and U are traceless it is useful to parameterize these matrices by 8 components
using the Gell-Mann matrices, that is:
U = Uaλa D = D
aλa
We use this parameterization because each component Da and Ua are all canonically
normalized, and thus are proper components for deriving F-terms. For example, lets
find the up Higgs field F-terms (i.e the Ua F-terms):
Tr [λa(λUDDT + λDUTD)] = 0
Here we have set the F-terms equal to zero, because we are looking for the zero modes
of the down Higgs field. This equation is of the following form:
Tr [λaM ] = 0 (5.1)
HereM is just any arbitrary matrix, we can write any 3×3 matrixM in the following
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form:
M = IM0 + λbM
b
Note b runs 1 through 8. If we substitute in this form ofM into equation 5.1 , we find
that all M b except M0 must vanish, that is M ∝ I. We use this fact over and over
again, when analyzing the F-terms of the Higgs field sector. Each time we use this
fact, we introduce a new proportionality constant, which we are free to choose. We
will denote these proportionality constants as ci. Hence we write down the following
equation:
λUDDT + λDUTD = c1I
It is easy to see that this equation is solved by D = c1
λUD+λDU
T−1. In fact this is the
most general solution, a fact we prove later when we discuss solving these equations
in more detail. The key point is the tracelessness of T−1. Hence the solution we found
for D is also traceless, which is required since D lives in the octet representation, if
T−1 had not been traceless, we would have been forced to conclude that c1 = 0. This
would imply that there is no massless mode contained in D, thus the tracelessness of
T−1 was key to generating a massless mode. The down Higgs field F-terms are:
Tr [λa(λUDTU + λDUUT )]
Setting these F-terms to zero, tell us we get a single massless up Higgs field also of the
form U ∝ T−1. We have just presented a mechanism that appears to be a plausible
method for naturally getting exactly one pair of massless Higgs fields, in 3 generation
models. However, in this case the up Higgs field and down Higgs field have exactly
the same form, which is very problematic in terms of mixing angles, and mass ratios
of quarks.
Now we discuss another simple model, which is interesting because it suggests
that we can construct 3 generation models with the massless up Higgs field and down
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Higgs field of different forms. The superpotential terms we consider are:
λTU1D1T + λSU1D2S + λRU2D1R
Once again, U1, U2, D1, D2, T , S, and R are all traceless matrices. Furthermore we
assume that R is constrained such that R−1 is traceless. Now consider the up Higgs
field F-terms, and set them equal to zero:
Tr [λa(λTD1T + λSD2S)] = 0
Tr [λa(λRD1R)] = 0
Or equivalently:
λTD1T + λSD2S = c1I
λRD1R = c2I
We can easily solve the second equation for D1, and get D1 =
c2
λR
R−1, recall R−1
is traceless, hence this a valid solution for D1. Now we solve for D2 in the second
equation in terms of D1:
D1 = c
′
2R
−1
D2 =
1
λS
[
c1S
−1 + λT c
′
2R
−1TS−1
]
Where c2
′ = c2
λR
. Notice neither term in the solution for D2 is generically traceless,
however we are free to choose the parameters c1 and c
′
2, such that the trace of the
two terms cancel, and hence D2 is traceless as required. Notice our solution has two
parameters, c1 and c
′
2, with a single constraint on them, hence we are left with one
free parameter, (i.e. the solution space is one dimensional). Thus we get exactly one
massless down Higgs field. Notice, in this simple model the component of the light
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mode appears in two generalized down Higgs fields, also the D1 components of the
massless mode are not parallel to the D2 components. Next we do the same analysis
for down Higgs field F-terms:
λTU1T + λRU2R = c3I
λSU1S = c4I
Now we solve the second equation for U1, and U1 =
c4
λS
S−1, but S−1 is generically not
traceless, hence we must choose c4 = 0, as a result the first equation becomes:
λRU2R = c3I
We know this is solved by U2 =
c3
λr
R−1, and this is traceless. So for the up Higgs
field sector we also get one massless mode, though its components are not spread over
both U1 and U2, they are contained in only U2. This model is notable, because we can
imagine in the quark sector of the theory, that up quarks couple to U1, while the down
quarks couple to D2, resulting in different textures for the up quarks versus the down
quarks. However, if we also consider the leptons, which must couple to a generalized
down Higgs field, either D1 or D2, the lepton’s Yukawa couplings would have the
same texture as either the up quarks or down quarks, which is phenomenologically
unacceptable. Although this model seems quite promising, we need a slightly more
complicated setup to give proper results for the leptons.
Notice in the superpotential we considered terms such as Tr [U1D1T ], but not
terms such as Tr [D1U1T ]. Presumably any model with the first term would also
contain the second term. If we included both types of terms, the analysis to find the
massless Higgs field mode becomes more complicated. In fact its not clear that we
can write down a clean expression for the massless Higgs field mode. However, it can
still be shown that generically we get exactly one massless Higgs field mode, and that
its components get spread out in U2, D1, and D2. In fact the form of U2 and D1
remain the same, it is D1 which is no longer given by a simple expression.
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We make a brief digression on solving the type of equations which we were just
examining and arise when looking for massless modes of the generalized Higgs fields.
For example suppose we have equations of the following form:
Tr[λa(λXDT + c2λY TD)] = 0
Here D and T are matrices, also λX and λY are numbers. This constraint is equivalent
to the following:
λXDT + λY TD ∝ I
We are imagining that the matrix T has some fixed VEV determined by the family
breaking sector, and that D corresponds to the generalized down Higgs field, and
is therefore traceless. Furthermore if we assume T is invertible, which is generically
true, then one solution to the above equation is simply D = c1T
−1. However, we may
wonder if this is the general solution. If we set λY equal to zero, we can directly solve
for D and see that D = c1T
−1 is the general solution. Now when we allow λY to be
generic, the dimensionality of solution space can not possibly increase, hence this is
also the general solution for generic λX and λY . However, recall that D is traceless,
so we only want to consider solutions which are traceless, so nonzero solutions only
exist when T−1 is traceless.
Another possible constraint equation is of the following similar form:
Tr[λa(λXD1T1 + λYD2T2 + λZT1D1 + λWT2D2)] = 0
This implies the following equation:
λXD1T1 + λYD2T2 + λZT1D1 + λWT2D2 = c2I
Now suppose that D1, T1, and T2 have fixed values, and we want to solve for D2.
Once again we are assuming D1 and D2 are traceless. This equation can be rewritten
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as:
λYD2T2 + λWT2D2 = −λXD1T1 − λZT1D1 + c2I
In the above equation we think of the left hand side as a linear operator acting on
D2. Lets call this operator L(λY , λW ). The above equation can be rewritten as:
L(λY , λW ) ◦D2 = −λXD1T1 − λZT1D1 + c5I (5.2)
Note “◦” denotes a linear operator acting on a matrix, (i.e. it does not denote matrix
multiplication). Now we note that if we set λW equal to zero, this linear operator,
L(λY , 0) is invertible because the equation: λYD2T2 = M has the unique solution
D2 = M(λY T2)
−1, since T2 is generically invertible. For a linear operator to be non-
invertible requires the determinate of its corresponding matrix is zero, therefore if
this determinate does not equal zero when λW = 0, it generically does not equal zero
when we allow λW to be generic. Hence L(λY , λW ) is generically invertible, which
means equation 5.2 has the following unique solution:
D2 = L
−1(λY , λW ) ◦ [−λXD1T1 − λZT1D1 + c5I]
However we demand that D2 be traceless. We satisfy this condition by picking c5
such that D2 is traceless. In fact, the trace of D2 contains the following contribution
c5Tr [L
−1(λY , λW ) ◦ I], so if this trace is not zero, we can make D2 traceless by ad-
justing the value of c5. It easy to see that this trace is not generically zero, because
if λW = 0, then this trace is Tr[(T2)
−1], which is generically not zero. This discussion
outlines the method we use to solve the equations that we encounter when looking
for massless modes in model 3. Notice we made important assumptions, regarding
when the inverse of matrices are traceless or are not traceless.
For the model we will discuss, call it model 3, we will have 4 pairs of up and down
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octet Higgs fields:
[U1]
i
j [U2]
i
j [U3]
i
j [U4]
i
j
[D1]
i
j [D2]
i
j [D3]
i
j [D4]
i
j
In other words the generalized Higgs field sector has 4× 8 pairs of up Higgs field and
down Higgs field doublets. That is the generalized Higgs field sector has a total of
4×8×2×2 = 128 complex components. A global U(1) symmetry will be introduced
for each generalized Higgs field octet that is we will introduce 8 U(1) symmetries.
The family breaking sector in model 3, has 16 octets. These octets will be labeled as
follows:
[Tab]
i
j
Now the indices a and b go from 1 to 4, hence there are 16 different possible fields,
also i and j are SU(3) family indices. Furthermore, since each Tab is in an octet of
SU(3) they are traceless in the indices i and j. The idea is that for each combination
of generalized up and down Higgs fields, there is one flavor breaking field that couples
with the pair. More explicitly, model 3 contains coupling terms of the following form:
[Ua]
i
j [Db]
j
k[Tab]
k
i
We see that the a and b indices on T , label which pair of generalized Higgs fields couple
to Tab. In addition Model 3 has two scalar fields, η and ξ, these scalar fields are used
to give constraints on some of the Tab fields. Model 3 has four set of symmetries
to consider: Standard Model gauge group, SU(3)fam family symmetry, U(1) global
symmetries, and R-symmetries. Firstly, each field will just have an R-charge of 2
3
,
thus permitting only cubic terms in the superpotential. Only SM fermions fields and
generalized Higgs fields will transform under the Standard Model gauge group. The
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following table summarizes how they transform:
Field SU(2)weak U(1)Y
qi doublet 1
6
ucj singlet −23
dck singlet
1
3
li doublet −1
2
ecj singlet 1
νck singlet 0
There are three representations used for SU(3)fam: the fundamental, the antifun-
damental, and octet representation. We summarize the transformation properties of
all the fields below:
Field qi ucj d
c
j l
i ecj ν
c
j [Ua]
i
j [Ub]
i
j [Tab]
i
j η ξ
SU(3)fam 3 3¯ 3¯ 3 3¯ 3¯ 8 8 8 1 1
Model 3 has eight U(1) global symmetries. We have two sets of 4 U(1)’s, which
we label as {A1, A2, A3, A4} and {B1, B2, B3, B4}. For example U1 is charged only
under U(1)A1 with a charge of +1. All the up Higgs fields are charged under one
of the four A U(1)’s, for example U4 is charged under U(1)A4, with a charge of +1.
Likewise the down Higgs fields are charged under the B U(1)’s. For example D1 is
charged under U(1)B1, while D4 is charged under U(1)B4, in each case the charge
is +1. The charges under the U(1)’s for the generalized Higgs fields and T flavor
breaking fields is systematically determined. The Tab fields have a charge under one
of the A U(1)’s and one of the B U(1)’s. For example T23 is charged under U(1)A2
and U(1)B3, its charge under both groups is −1. However the charges of the rest of
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the fields in the theory are less systematic, therefore we just list their charges:
Field U(1)A1 U(1)A2 U(1)A3 U(1)A4 U(1)B1 U(1)B2 U(1)B3 U(1)B4
Qi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ucj 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
dck 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
li 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ecj 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1
νck 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
η 0 −2 0 0 0 0 −2 0
ξ 0 0 −2 0 0 −2 0 0
We assume a certain subset of Tab family breaking fields are driven to VEVs of zero
via SUSY breaking terms. Hence, when we calculate the massive and massless modes
of the generalized Higgs field sector, we ignore terms which contain these particular
T fields. The set of T fields with zero VEVs is:
{T42, T24, T33, T34, T43, T44}
We have outlined all the fields and symmetries in model 3. Now we write down
all the permitted terms in the superpotential. Summation will be implied when
appropriate for the Standard Model and family indices, however for the a, b indices
on the generalized Higgs fields and T fields the summation will be denoted explicitly.
1) Terms that couple the Higgs fields to the quarks.
Wquarks = λUǫ
imuck[U3m]
k
j [qi]
j + λDǫ
imdcl[D3m]
l
j[qi]
j
2) Terms that couple the Higgs fields to the leptons
Wleptons = λEǫ
imecK [D4m]
j
k[li]
j
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3) Terms that couple the Higgs fields to the family breaking fields.
WHiggs =
4∑
b=1
4∑
a=1
{λUDabǫmn[Uam]ij [Dbn]jk[Tab]ki + λDUabǫmn[Dbm]ij [Uan]jk[Tab]ki}
4) Terms that make a potential for the family breaking fields and scalars.
Wpotential = ληη[T23]
i
j[T23]
j
i + λξξ[T32]
i
j[T32]
j
i
Firstly, we want to solve for the moduli space of the Tab fields, notice the only
fields which appear in the family breaking potential are T23 and T32. Therefore these
are the only fields that are constrained. For example, setting the η F-term equal to
zero gives the following:
[T23]
i
j [T23]
j
i = 0
We already showed this constraint implies that (T23)
−1 is traceless. Similarly the
constraint on T32 implies that (T32)
−1 is traceless.
Now we need to determine the massless Higgs field modes of model 3. As usual
this requires considering the F-terms of the Higgs field modes and setting them equal
to zero:
4∑
c=1
Tr [λa(λUDbcDcTbc + λDUbcTbcDc)] = 0
This corresponds to 4 sets of 8 equations each. Each set of 8 equations is equivalent
to requiring a certain matrix be proportional to the identity. Now recall that some
of the Tab are assumed to have VEVs of zero. So we write down the equations that
result after expanding out the above sum and setting it proportional to the identity:
λUD11D1T11 + λUD12D2T12 + λUD13D3T13 + λUD14D4T14
+λDU11T11D1 + λDU12T12D2 + λDU13T13D3 + λDU14T14D4 = c1I (6)
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λUD21D1T21 + λUD22D2T22 + λUD23D3T23
+λDU21T21D1 + λDU22T22D2 + λDU23T23D3 = c2I (7)
λUD31D1T31 + λUD32D2T32 + λDU31T31D1 + λDU32T32D2 = c3I (8)
λUD41D1T41 + λDU41T41D1 = c4I (9)
These equations are tricky to analyze, keep in mind that (T23)
−1 and (T32)
−1 are
traceless. So we consider the last equation, and note the solution to this equation is:
D1 =
c4
λUD41 + λDU41
(T41)
−1
Although this solves equation 9, T41 is not constrained and generically (T41)
−1 is not
traceless, therefore the solution given for D1 is also not traceless, except when we pick
c4 = 0 (i.e D1 = 0). In other words, no components of the massless modes appear in
D1. Now consider equation 8, recall we just found D1 = 0, thus we solve for D2 in
equation 8. As we showed before the solution to an equation of this form is:
D2 =
c3
λUD32 + λDU32
(T32)
−1
However, unlike equation 9, this solution is actually good because T32 is constrained
such that (T32)
−1 is traceless. The next equation we examine is tricky. Since we have
already solved for D1 and D2 we attempt to solve for D3 in equation 7, therefore we
isolate the terms which contain D3:
λUD23D3T23 + λDU23T23D3 = c2I− λUD22D2T22 − λUD22D2T22
Denote the linear operator which acts on D3 on the left hand side of the equation as
L2, then the solution for D3 is:
D3 = (L2)
−1 ◦ (c2I− λUD22D2T32 − λDU22T22D2)
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We can determine (L2)
−1 ◦ (c2I), by solving the following equation:
L2 ◦X = λUD23XT23 + λDU23T23X = I
The solution is X = 1
λUD23+λDU23
(T23)
−1, which is traceless. We see the first term in
the solution for D3 is traceless, so in order for D3 to be traceless the sum of the second
and third term must also be traceless. However this is generically not the case, which
is seen by considering λUD23 = 0. In such a case L2 = λDU23T23, hence the sum of
the second and third term is:
(L2)
−1 ◦ (−λUD22D2T22 − λUD22D2T22) = 1
λDU23
(T23)
−1(−λUD22D2T22 − λDU22T22D2)
=
c3
λDU23(λUD32 + λDU32)
[
−λUD32(T23)−1(T32)−1T22 − λUD22(T23)−1T22(T32)−1
]
There is no reason that the above matrix would be generically traceless. Although
we are free to choose c3 = 0, which of course makes the above matrix traceless. In
other words, from equations 7 through 9 we have the following conditions on the zero
mode(s) of the generalized down Higgs fields:
D1 = 0
D2 = 0
D3 =
c2
λUD23 + λDU23
(T23)
−1
Examining equation 6, and setting D1 = D2 = 0 gives an equation that can be solved
for D4. Earlier we showed that equations of this form could be solved uniquely for
D4, if D3 is known and (T14)
−1 is not traceless. Generically (T14)
−1 is not traceless,
because T14 is not required to satisfy any constraints. Note the solution for D4 is
in terms of D3, and the only free parameter of the solution is c2. Also c1 is not a
free parameter because it needs to be chosen in a precise manner to insure D4 is
traceless. An important property of the massless mode is that the D3 components
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are not proportional to the D4 components. In fact one finds the up massless mode
has U3 components that are not proportional to the U4 components, if one did the
same exact analysis on the down Higgs field F-terms. In addition, no pair of D3,
D4, U3, and U4 are proportional, hence our model has four possible Yukawa coupling
textures. In reality we only need three textures, one each for the up quarks, down
quarks, and leptons.
We briefly discuss the SM fermion sector of the model. If look at theWquarks terms
in the superpotential, we notice that the up quark mass matrix texture is determined
by U3, likewise the down quark mass matrix texture comes from D3. Furthermore if
we look at theWleptons term, we see that the leptons mass matrix texture is determined
by D4. Thus we see that all the Yukawa matrices in model three are all distinct.
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Chapter 6
Models with Interesting Couplings
and Textures
6.1 A Simple SU(3) model with Low Energy Cou-
plings
Now, we construct an SU(3) model of family symmetry in the same mold as previous
models. This model is distinct in that it naturally has massless Higgs field modes
which couple to moduli fields. In this case when we say naturally, it is not meant in
any technical sense of naturalness. Rather we mean inspection of the superpotential
reveals the model to be fairly simple, none of the terms seem ad hoc. More specifically
we do not need to assume anything about the nature of the SUSY breaking terms to
conclude that the model has moduli-Higgs couplings.
This model will be relatively simple in terms of its field content, it will have a
generalized Higgs field with the up(down) in the (anti)fundamental representation of
SU(3). The family sector will contain only one adjoint field, Sab, and two scalar fields
η and τ .
We make the following simple choices for U(1) charges of the fields, the Higgs
fields have charges of −1, the adjoint Sab(−2), η(8), τ(12). This model is different
from all the others because we are considering nonrenormalizable terms. The Higgs
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fields are given R-charges of 1, and the scalars η and τ have R-charges of 2.
The superpotential is:
WHiggs = λSUjS
j
kD
k
Wpotential = λ1η(S
a
bS
b
a)
2 + λ2τ(ǫ
abcǫdefS
d
aS
e
bS
f
c)
2 + λ3τ(S
a
bS
b
a)
3
Although it appears the superpotential is missing some contractions of Sab to the
fourth or sixth power. All other contractions contain the trace Saa which is zero, or
are linear combinations of the terms already listed.
Lets first examine the fourth order contractions of Sab, of which there are just two
which do not contain the trace Saa
SabS
b
aS
c
dS
d
c S
a
bS
b
cS
c
dS
d
a
We can use the following trick to show these terms are proportional to each other.
Consider the following term:
ǫabcdǫijklS
i
aS
j
bS
k
cS
l
d
This term appears not to be an SU(3) invariant, however there is an identity that
allows us to write ǫabcdǫijkl in terms of δ
i
j ’s, hence this term is in fact an SU(3)
invariant. This identity also allows us to write this term as a sum of all the possible
contractions of Sij’s, hence the sum of the two terms enumerated above. However,
we know this term is zero because in SU(3) the tensor ǫabcd is zero.
More succinctly:
ǫabcdǫijklS
i
aS
j
bS
k
cS
l
d = 3S
a
bS
b
aS
c
dS
d
c − SabSbcScdSda = 0
Which shows that these two contractions are just proportional to each other.
Now when we consider the contractions of sixth order, there were only two we left
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out:
(SabS
b
cS
c
dS
d
a)(S
e
fS
f
e) [1] S
a
bS
b
cS
c
dS
d
eS
e
fS
f
a [2]
The first contraction [1] is seen to be proportional to the second sixth order term in
the superpotential, by the previous trick. The previous trick can be modified for sixth
order terms, and used to show that the second contraction [2] is a linear combination
of both of the sixth order terms in the superpotential.
We examine the F-terms of η and τ to see what constraints we have on the VEV
of Sab. The η F-term gives the following equation:
(SabS
b
a)
2 = 0
This implies that SabS
b
a = 0, now consider the τ F-term which gives:
λ2(ǫ
abcǫdefS
d
aS
e
bS
f
c)
2 + λ3(S
a
bS
b
a)
3 = 0
As a result of the two previous constraints, ǫabcǫdefS
d
aS
e
bS
f
c = 0. This constraint is
that the determinate of Sab is zero, and since S
a
b is the mass matrix for the Higgs
fields sector there must be at least one massless pair of Higgs fields. In summary we
have 2 constraint equations on a tensor with 8 independent components, so after the
constraints are imposed the tensor still has 6 degrees of freedom remaining.
A key property of this superpotential is that all the components of Sab remain
massless, after Sab receives its VEV. Now we demonstrate that S
a
b is massless, con-
sider the η F-term, for this term to give mass to Sab there needs to be a quadratic
term after we plug in the VEVs, but this quadratic term will contain in its coefficient
at least one power of SabS
b
a, which is zero. Likewise when we examine the F-term
from τ , the determinate of Sab will appear in the coefficient of the quadratic term,
hence Sab is completely massless.
We want to show this model produces exactly one pair of massless Higgs fields,
at least in the generic case. One way to demonstrate this is to produce one solution
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of the constraint equations for Sab, and then show this solution has only one zero
eigenvector. The following choice satisfies both constraint equations:
Sab =


i 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0


It is straight forward to see this solution satisfies the constraints on Sab. We can see
by inspection that the third component corresponds to the only massless mode.
It is also simple to see this model has light Higgs-Sab couplings. In order to see
this, consider the above solution for the VEVs of Sab. In that case S
3
3 is a light
mode, however we know it couples to the massless Higgs field, because giving a VEV
to S33 results in the determinate of S
a
b being non-zero. In other words this VEV
gives mass to the light Higgs field. Fields that give mass to the light Higgs field must
couple to the light Higgs field. We remember this is easy to demonstrate by looking
at the low energy effective theory.
6.2 Three GenerationModel with Symmetric, Fun-
demental and Adjoint Higgs Fields
We can construct a simple SU(3) model [16] by using a generalized Higgs fields of
an adjoint, 8, a symmetric, 6¯, and fundamental field 3. In other words, we have a
pair of each fields for the up Higgs fields and the down Higgs fields , such as Tu
i
j , Td
i
j ,
Su,ij, Sd,ij, Aui, and Adi. Next we introduce the following family breaking fields a
symmetric Rij and Pi. If we have a U(1) symmetry and give the fields the following
charges: qi(1), ucj(1), dcj(−3), li(−3), ecj(1), νi(5), Aku(−2), Su,ij(−2), Akd(2), Sd,ij(2),
Rij(−5), Pi(−5).
Then we have the following superpotential
W = Su,ijTd
i
kR
jk + ǫjklSu,ijTd
i
kPl + ǫijkAuiTd
j
lR
kl + AuiTd
j
iPj
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+Su,ijTd
i
kR
jk + ǫjklSd,ijTu
i
kPl + ǫijkAdiTu
j
lR
kl + AdiTu
j
iPj
Now consider the F-terms of Td
i
k, which is an adjoint of SU(3) and therefore
is traceless, thus has 8 associated F-terms. However, Su,ij and Au
i have a total of
9 components, and the F-terms of the adjoint field can give at most 8 fields mass,
therefore at least one of the 9 components of 6¯ and 3 is massless. We write the adjoint
in terms of the Gell-mann matrices as Td
i
k = φaλa, and the 8 F-terms are of the form
(a is the free index):
Tr
[
(RjkSu,ij + ǫ
jklSu,ijPl + ǫljiAu
jRkl + AukPi)[λa]
i
k
]
The massless modes are defined by modes that make the F-terms vanish. Since
the F-terms have the form Tr [Mλa], the only way this can vanish for all 8 values
of a, is if M is proportional to the identity matrix, I. Lets consider the special case
where Pi vanishes, then we have the condition:
RjkSu,ij + ǫljiAu
lRkj = Iki
For generic values of Rjk, it’s an invertible matrix, we can easily solve for the sum,
Su,ij + ǫjliAu
l. The sum will be the inverse of Rjk. Furthermore since the inverse
of a symmetric matrix is symmetric, we know that ǫjliAu
l must be zero, since it
is antisymmetric. Hence Su,ij is the inverse of R
jk (and Au
l = 0). This is a unique
solution for the massless mode, implying there is only one massless mode when Pi = 0.
However, giving Pi a non-vanishing generic VEV could potentially result in adding
massive modes but could never generically add massless modes. Since, we already
know that in the generic case we have at least one massless mode, having only one
massless mode in the special case, Pi = 0, implies we have only one massless mode in
the generic case.
We couple the Higgs fields to the leptons and quarks, to give us a sector of the
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Standard Model fermion theory. The couplings:
WYuk = λ
(1)
u ǫijkq
iucjAu
k + λ
(1)
d ǫ
ijkqidcjAd
k + λ(1)e ǫ
ijkliecjAd
k
+λ(2)u q
iucjSu,ij + λ
(2)
d q
idcjSd,ij + λ
(2)
e l
iecjSd,ij
We can include mass terms for the neutrinos, the ordinary mass terms:
Wν = λ
(1)
ν ǫijkl
iνjAu
k + λ(2)ν l
iνjSu,ij
Also, we can generate Majorana mass terms for the neutrinos by considering higher
order terms and the family sector(for simplicity the order unity coupling constants
have been omitted):
WMajorana =
1
MPl
νiνj
[
ǫikmǫjlnR
klRmn + PiPj + ǫ
ijkRklPl
]
At leading order the mass term for the squarks and sleptons is flavor universal,
and at higher order there are nonuniversal terms of the form:
L = µ2(qi)qj
(
δj i +
RjlRil
Λ2Planck
)
This show us that the correction to universal mass term is determined by Λfam
ΛPlanck
.
We know that this model has no low energy couplings between the moduli field
and the Higgs field, because there is no family sector VEV that gives mass to the light
Higgs field mode. This also means our model has no µ term. In order to account for
the phenomenology of a µ term [17, 18], we introduce a U(1)X neutral family fields,
T ij and Kl. These fields have couplings of the following form(omitting order unity
couplings):
Wµ = ǫ
ijkǫmnoTimTjnTko +K
iSd,ijAu
j +KiSu,ijAd
j + ǫijkK
iAu
jAd
k
Previously when we found terms in the Lagrangian for Su,ij and Aui, we only had
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8 linear independent terms because they were derived from the 8 F-terms from the
adjoint fields. But now since the symmetric and fundamental Higgs fields do not
couple to fields besides the adjoint, we get 9 linearly independent terms, and hence
no massless modes. However if we assume the the VEVs of the extra fields T ij and
Kl are constrained to be at the weak scale then the new massive Higgs field mode
will only have mass at the weak scale. Hence introducing these fields results in both
a µ term and a Higgs-moduli coupling.
Since these fields are U(1)X neutral they don’t couple to the other family sector
fields(whose VEVs are large), and so they get their quadratic mass terms at the
weak scale from SUSY breaking terms. However we can still have cubic terms in
superpotential, made from these new auxiliary family fields, thus leading to quartic
restoring terms for their potential.
If T ij has a positive mass squared term and Ki has a negative mass squared term
then T ij will get a VEV of zero, with Ki getting a non-zero VEV. We have the
following superpotential:
W = λT ǫ
ijkǫpqrTipTjqTsr + λKK
iKjTij
This superpotential results in the following quartic term for Ki:
L = |λK |2(KiKi)2
This quartic term will stabilize the VEV of Ki, if it contains no flat direction, it
is evident by inspection that there are no flat directions. The VEV of Ki will be at
the weak scale and will generate the µ term.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis we explicitly construct several models, all basically of the same mold,
for family symmetry breaking at a high scale which is transmitted down to the elec-
troweak scale. The two most interesting aspects of these models are the necessity
of supersymmetry, and possibility/likelihood of Higgs-moduli couplings observable
at low energies. These models are unique because they give the Higgs fields family
symmetry, and result in just one pair of low energy Higgs fields.
While it is possible to construct a large sets of models with different textures for
the masses and mixings of the quarks and leptons, no one model stands out as a
compelling candidate. The construction of these models rather than being a proposal
for a specific case, is rather meant as proof of principle. That is the construction of
these models is meant to demonstrate that the general framework is plausible and
workable. Moreover, the various constructions demonstrate that there is a certain
amount of flexibility in terms of what can be constructed. Of course, if the mechanism
outlined by these models is the actual mechanism by which family symmetry breaks
and gets communicated down to low energies then we would expect one model to
stick out as a stellar candidate.
It is our hope that a model can be successfully constructed which incorporates
gauge unification. If such a model were particularly elegant, than we would believe
that is very suggestive that our approach is correct. On the experimental side, if
couplings between the Higgs fields and multiplet of singlets were observed at the elec-
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troweak scale that would be a signature of these schemes. Furthermore the couplings
would be expected to contain information on family symmetry breaking, though en-
coded in a complicated manner.
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